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Welcome to the World of
Multilingual Content Management
Multilingual content management can be overwhelming to someone new to the
subject. What are the issues? What companies are involved? What products are available?
What strategies should you employ? How do you set up your multilingual content?
And once you have it set up, how can you update it in multiple languages in a timely
manner? What are some of the technical hurdles to overcome?
We have put together this “Getting Started Guide” to help you find answers to
these questions and to give you an idea what other questions you should be asking.
First of all, what is content management? Obviously, the general term means the
handling of information — from startup to the ongoing sharing and maintenance. Our
focus is on the systems and services that are available to allow you to efficiently create
and update information in multiple languages.
Ted Nguyen, Sean Flynn and Coneti Girimohan, all from Vignette, give a good
overview of content management. They describe how the whole issue has changed with
the advent of the Web. They then go on to discuss how internationalization can fit into
the overall model.
There are two schools of thought regarding systems for global content management. One side avers that a general content management system, along with multilingual services, is all that is needed for the delivery of multilingual content. The other side
contends that a separate global management system is the most cost efficient and direct
way to ensure accurate and up-to-date translation of information. David Shadbolt has
researched this topic and gives an in-depth review of the arguments for both sides.
So, you’ve decided you need to address content management on a global scale.
What now? What strategy should you follow? Shuli Goodman offers some good advice
by observing that companies need to realize they are managing an information supply
chain. The road map for the process is all-important.
And, to give any internationalization novice an idea of the issues of presenting
multilingual content, we asked James Caldwell to write about multilingual content and
Unicode on the Web. He gives a taste of what can go wrong and how to avoid errors.
We’ve done some surveying of products in the industry and have put together
tables showing general content management products and multilingual products,
along with some facts and figures about them. The array of products and services is
impressive. I encourage you to visit the Web sites we have listed. You will find even
more useful information. – Donna Parrish, Editor
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Making Multilingual Web Sites Easy

Options for
Managing Content

resources

Multiple Platforms
Languages All Description Founded in 1993, Universal

Solutions offers an on-line service providing the most effective
way to address an organization’s Web globalization needs. Our
Quality Multilingual Content Management (QMCM) technology,
along with our network of worldwide translation partners,
opens up exciting new ways to publish dynamic Web sites in any
language. QMCM analyzes and captures existing content stored
in common Web file formats and databases, prepares and routes
all translatable content to qualified translators, automatically
reconstructs the translated Web site and monitors for new content – all managed and quality-checked by our experts. QMCM
improves Web-publishing speed and reduces cost without sacrificing quality.

Universal Solutions, Inc. 1900 Merivale Road, Suite 210,
Ottawa, ON, Canada K2G 4N4, 613-569-8430, Fax: 613-569-5404, Email: info@universalsolutions.ca, Web: www.universalsolutions.ca
See ad on page 17

Symbio
Multiple Platforms
Languages Japanese, Simplified and Traditional Chinese,

Korean, Vietnamese, Spanish, Brazilian Portuguese, Italian,
German, French, Russian, Swedish, Esperanto, Dutch, Welsh and
Norwegian Description Symbio is a leader in globalization and
e-business services for companies entering multiple markets
around the world. With over 10 years of experience taking
clients to international or global markets, Symbio’s internationalization and software engineers take complex, multi-platform
software products and enable them to penetrate new markets.
Our business model focuses on the strategic re-engineering of
products for foreign markets. These services range from internationalization, Unicode/DBCS enabling and localization/translation to adding a locale-specific software component and/or creating entirely new versions of products to fit specific needs for
local markets. With locations in Tokyo, Silicon Valley and
Washington, D.C., and development labs in Seattle, Beijing and
Taipei, Symbio is your complete globalization partner.

SymbioSys, Inc. – A Symbio Group Company
1803 Research Boulevard, Suite 508, Rockville, MD 20850,
301-340-3988, 866-469-4116, Fax: 301-340-3989, E-mail: info@
symbiosys.com, Web: www.symbiosys.com See ad on page 18

RWS Group: Real World Solutions through
Language and Technology
Multiple Platforms
Languages All Description RWS Group provides solutions to

translation and localization services for companies worldwide.
With in-house translators, a testing center and a research and
development department, RWS Group’s integrated approach to
language management assures project consistency as well as
technical and linguistic accuracy. Engineering and publishing
departments provide complete localization of software, Web
sites, firmware, DTP documentation and multimedia applications. Each project managed by RWS Group includes language
and technical specialists who work closely with clients during
each phase of the translation and localization process. RWS
Group has offices worldwide.

RWS Group 340 Brannan Street, Fifth Floor, San Francisco, CA
94107, 800-829-7700, 415-512-8802, Fax: 415-512-8982, E-mail:
info@translate.com, Web: www.translate.com See ad on page 3

David Shadbolt
The downturn in national domestic
economies has motivated many companies to
join the ranks of multinationals in looking at
potential overseas revenue to bolster their bottom line. For some organizations, this initially
means targeting international prospects
through their Web sites. Many companies find
managing a single language site difficult
enough. Adding sites in other languages has the
potential of creating an organizational nightmare. Ensuring timely and appropriate distribution of content across a number of Web sites
adds to the challenge.
Enterprises may already have a content
management system (CMS) from companies
such as Stellent, Vignette, Documentum, J.D.
Edwards or FatWire. But while they handle
the creation, storage, approval and leveraging of content, these systems were not
designed to synchronize localization and
translation. Localization vendors such as
SDL International and Bowne Global as well
as technology providers Uniscape, GlobalSight and Idiom began offering solutions
that are generally referred to as global management systems (GMS), also known to a
lesser extent as multilingual CMS or even
localization management systems.
Irrespective of nomenclature confusion,
vendors of this technology claim a GMS will
reduce costs and increase revenues for corporate
Web sites. Certainly, with some global enterprises a GMS has earned its spurs. Imagine an
investment of around $250,000 that increases
market exposure by 50% and saves millions of
dollars. Hewlett-Packard reaped this bonanza,
according to GlobalSight chairman Jorden
Woods, following the implementation of a
GlobalSight System 3.0 for its worldwide network of Web sites. With such benefits, surely
then, the GMS has a bright future.
Robin Lloyd, alliance director at
Lionbridge, thinks otherwise. He believes the
need for a separate platform is a myth. “We
haven’t seen a lot of receptivity from Global
2000 customers to take on another platform,
another set of similar tools just to manage
localization. Even though we have our own
GMS, the LionLinguist, we think, given our
work with our global clients, with our content
4

management platform partners, and with the
large system integrators that the proliferation of
globalization platforms will never happen.”
Lionbridge has chosen to partner with CMS
vendors such as Documentum rather than
push its solution as a stand-alone platform.

Ser vice Companies
In addition to Lionbridge, other localization vendors have already developed content
management workflow systems for in-house
use, so becoming technology providers was a
natural progression. eTranslate realized early on
that the workflow and project management
applications necessary for localization made
generic CMS tools inappropriate. Its system
evolved into the recently released Convey GMS.
Josh Morris, vice president of eTranslate,
explains the company’s concept of localization
and content: “We view localization as requiring
three primary participants. The first participant
is the content manager or person responsible
for identifying, accessing and then distributing
content for localization. The second participant
is the person responsible for managing the
localization process, ensuring that identified
content gets properly translated and localized
into the languages in which it needs to go, while
managing all the vendors and workflow that is
associated with that process. And then the third
participant is actually the localization resource.
And that’s the person who’s actually doing the
translation or, in a more technical environment, localizing JavaScript, localizing graphics
and so forth. We have built products for each
one of those participants — Convey Content
Manager, Convey Global Manager and Convey
Localization Manager.”
Mark Lancaster, chairman of SDL International, points out that “the research and
development (R&D) costs of a system such
as our WebFlow 3.0 are enormous. Most companies cannot afford to absorb the R&D for inhouse use only. A company has to earn revenue
on the product to offset those costs. For us, version 1 was okay for in-house use. With version
2 we were able to make money by providing an
added-value service to our clients. With version 3 we had something good enough to sell
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as a tool.” He believes that pure-play GMS
technology vendors will have difficulty surviving in the long run.
GlobalWorks.com is a multicultural
marketing, advertising and communications
consultancy and sees itself as both a technology
provider and an applications services provider
in the area of content management and translation. Mans Angantyr, president of GlobalWorks.com, says,“The solutions we put in place
for our clients allow for a seamless transition of
content management services from our company to their own internal organizations as they
get more comfortable with multicultural
processes. Flexibility is the key. Location transparency on a code, application and organizational level gives us the ability to deploy hybrid
solutions. Some of the software may reside on
our client’s network, with some functionality
remaining exposed as Web services on our
servers and paid for on a monthly basis. It’s
getting increasingly hard to define the borders
where applications move onto the network and
are being dynamically assembled for a given
purpose from a multitude of sources, very often
from different companies.”

How It Works
A capable GMS requires components that
will automatically detect change in databases
and CMS repositories; extract content; leverage
earlier translations from translation databases;
notify translators and administrators; and manage the project according to pre-defined workflow (business rules) procedures. Woods outlines how change detection works:“Our content
exchange engine has to have the capability of
monitoring all the content repositories so that as
soon as changes happen it can associate these
changes with business rules and act accordingly.
Let’s say that it is a press release. The business
rules may say that it’s only going to go to nine
countries rather than thirty countries. The
workflow will provide information such as the
individuals who should be associated with the
press release and the starting and required completion time. The monitoring function automatically notifies the content exchange engine,
which has adapters, a format converter that
retrieves content rapidly. Parsers — called filters
in the localization world — will extract the code
from the content, segment it, regardless of the
language, convert it to Unicode, populate our
translation database repository and wrap it in
XML so that now it’s format independent.”
Vendors’ workflow systems will notify the
translators via e-mail who then download the
job to their desktops. Using translation databases whenever possible so as to reduce costs, the
translator can preview the job on-line,
fine-tune and resubmit. The workflow process

includes a reviewer and project manager who
will approve the job before it goes back on-line.
The process usually allows for modification to
the workflow and versioning control. For
example, a reviewer may advise the project
manager that the translation is too informal for
a legal piece, or that it is in Mexican-Spanish
and not Spanish for Spain. The project manager may change the translator or rewind the job
so that the translator can rework it.
Within this workflow, many systems will
have what Morris describes as “flexible submission.” This enables content managers to make
decisions based on budget constraints or holding privileged content such as, perhaps, shareholder information from localization vendors.
Morris says,“Many organizations like to have a
workflow prior to a piece of content being
submitted, particularly if they manage many
projects requiring localization. If there is a
dynamic flow of content, particularly in the
Web environment, it’s easy to go over budget.”
Angantyr asserts that in the end most of
the obstacles to content globalization are not
technical but human. “If you don’t address
these obstacles or match the technology to
your human needs, the result is often not only
a waste of time and money, but just simply
maddening. We don’t look to provide an ‘offthe-shelf’ solution for our clients who are typically large companies that have tried and failed
to adapt to generic globalization software. We
work closely with our clients to think outside
of the box and to view global content management and translation management in the
larger context of enterprise data: How will this
integrate with CRM? Can this reduce costs
across the enterprise, in other media types?
How can we leverage this ease-of-use for
our intranet?”

Eur opean Vendors
In addition to SDL, other vendors are
based in Europe and believe that they have an
edge over North American vendors due to
their proximity to other language-speaking
countries. Tridion BV’s president, Jouk
Pleiter, says, “In Europe, the market forces
you to do Web content management in a
multilingual, localized manner. It’s the
default way to do business.” Pleiter sees his
company, which has offices in eight countries
across Europe, as a hybrid between companies like Interwoven and companies like
Idiom and GlobalSight. Tridion, according to
Pleiter, is one of the fastest growing Web content management companies in Europe with
customers such as Scania, Peugeot, KLM,
Ericsson, Canon and the Open University.
Some CMS providers both in Europe
and the United States tend to form an almost
5

symbiotic relationship with small localization companies. Imperia Software Solutions
has such a relationship with muh.com. Bernd
Maur of muh.com says, “We see ourselves as
a multilingual content management or localization content management company.”
In the United States, IZAR.COM, a Web
globalization and translation company, has a
similar symbiotic relationship with Polar
Design, a provider of multimedia marketing
and content management solutions, for its content management system InsightBuilder 2.0.
The company’s specialty is managing content
for e-learning, and it recently launched a multimedia educational content Web site both in
Spanish and English (www.APlusStudent.com).

GMS Costs
GMS costs vary from as little as $5,000 plus
monthly licensing fees, to up to $250,000 plus
consulting licensing fees. An enterprise class system, however, will require expenditures in the
higher range. Lancaster points out that a GMS
such as his company’s WebFlow 3.0, which
includes a translation tool and a translation
database, is not for everyone. “Even a big US
chain like Home Depot is possibly not an ideal
candidate because it’s a US-based organization
catering to the domestic population. It’s more
useful for on-line travel, finance, insurance,
transportation, engineering or any company
that uses an intranet and needs to have it updated on a regular basis. Typically these are big
blue-chip tier corporations.” But he points out
that even companies with a five- to ten-milliondollar turnover would benefit if they had a
product that sold well in other countries.
Despite the cost of a GMS, Jeff Boehm of
Idiom, Inc., argues that a GMS such as Idiom’s
product WorldServer is a sound investment.“It
can offer significant top and bottom line benefits for a global e-business. It can improve the
overall process management of a global Web
presence, as well as offer sizeable reductions in
translation and localization costs. From a topline perspective this can mean faster time to
local markets, improved worldwide brand and
messaging consistency, and improved customer, partner and employee relations through
local language communications. From a bottom line, the GMS benefits can be measured in
translation cost reductions, project management headcount reductions and even lower
customer costs by driving more customers to a
multilingual Web site.”

Language Tools
A major way for a GMS to reduce cost is
through the use of the system’s translation
tools. Most of the vendors include a translation
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eTranslate
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Multiple Platforms
Languages All Description eTranslate is the leading provider of glob-

alization technology and services for the Fortune 1000. The company’s
localization software solution enables organizations to increase global
revenues, capture market share and streamline their business processes. By generating a significant ROI for its clients, eTranslate maintains
relationships with industry leading companies, including GE, Compaq
and eBay. eTranslate’s central offering is the Convey Localization Suite,
a comprehensive, integrated software that helps companies optimize
the performance of the overall localization process. Headquartered in
San Francisco, eTranslate has offices worldwide. More information can
be found at www.eTranslate.com or contact sales@etranslate.com

eTranslate 945 Bryant Street, San Francisco, CA 94103, 415371-0000, Fax: 415-371-0011, E-mail: sales@etranslate.com,
Web: www.etranslate.com See ad on page 23

E-mail Translation Specialists
Multiple Platforms
Languages Western European Languages, Brazilian Portuguese,
Latin Spanish and more Description TalkToAnyone.com enables you

to communicate via e-mail with your friends and business partners
when language is a barrier. Our easy-to-use Web interface allows you
to send e-mail messages as if they came directly from your current email account; no additional setup is required. We offer competitive
prices and instant on-line quotes. TalkToAnyone.com is not a machine
translation service. We have skilled professionals worldwide providing
person-to-person translations that will make you sound like a native
speaker. Messages with less than 2,000 words are translated in less
than 48 hours. Our high-quality service guarantees your satisfaction.

TalkToAnyone.com, LLC 2 Ridgedale Drive, Annandale, NJ 08801,
908-730-7695, Fax: 509-355-6224, E-mail: info@talktoanyone.com,
Web: www.talktoanyone.com See ad on page 19

Fontalog
Multiple Platforms
Languages All Description Fontalog™, developed by HZ Multimedia,
Inc., is an on-line font catalog designed to take the guesswork out of
your decision-making. Unlike most font sites that display static pre-rendered font sample images, fontalog.com lets you enter your own text
content in Chinese or Japanese; select different fonts and sizes; select
colors for the font and background; set vertical and horizontal margins;
view images, generated in real-time, of the fonts you selected using your
content and settings; and purchase fonts on-line and download via FTP.
Hundreds of DynaLab CJK fonts are available starting at $25 per font.

HZ Multimedia, Inc. 600 S. Lake Avenue, Suite 303,
Pasadena, CA 91106, 626-744-0530, Fax: 626-744-0531, E-mail:
fontalog@hzmi.com, Web: www.fontalog.com See ad on page 18

LingoPort, Inc.
All platforms from mobile to mainframe
Languages Single and multibyte internationalization of Java, JSP,
VB, ASP, C/C++, XML, leading databases and more Description

LingoPort helps global businesses adapt and leverage their technologies and content to meet the demands of their world-market
customers. Our software, Global Investigator™, provides batch and
collaborative environments for searching source code for internationalization errors and detailed reports on how to remedy them.
Our consulting services include architectural development, internationalization requirements discovery, project plan development,
implementation, testing and training. We also provide workflow
solutions for managing global content. LingoPort partners with several localization leaders to provide complete globalization solutions.

LingoPort, Inc. 1734 Sumac Avenue, Boulder, CO 80304, 303444-8020, Fax: 303-442-1413, E-mail: information@lingoport.com,
Web: www.lingoport.com

database, but another possibility is through the
use of translation tools, often referred to as
computer-aided translation or real-time
translation. SDL International has integrated a
translation tool, acquired through its takeover
of Transparent Language, with its proven
translation database technology. SDL’s
Lancaster believes, “Organizations can’t
afford human translation for everything on
their Web sites. It’s just not feasible. There
needs to be an alternative, and that’s giving
people the option of choosing real-time gist
translation, translation database or a combination of the two.”
Lancaster points out that while a translation tool cannot deal with ambiguity, translation databases can because they will have a
direct translation for ambiguity. “‘Marketingspeak,’ of course, is incredibly ambiguous. For
example, we all talk about the basics of our software in a sophisticated way, using words like
infrastructure library. If we wanted to express a
large amount of content, we would say ‘the system would look into the library of information.’
Now a tool understands a library as being a
place you go and get books. Translation databases, on the other hand, recognize that a given
sentence requires this translation because it did
it six months earlier. Web sites are very customized to their own type of style, terminology
and so forth. With the integration of both tools,
our real-time translation tool is able to look into
the translation database memory as well. So
after about six months you’ve got a very sophisticated, highly automated solution keeping your
costs down and your Web sites synchronized.”

Retur n on Investment
Hewlett-Packard (HP) quickly realized
the need for a GMS. Like many multinationals it had early on empowered its overseas
offices to build a local Web presence, resulting in 48 country Web sites in 22 languages.
But HP soon ran into problems due to lack
of synchronization among the sites.
Investigations discovered that each country’s
Web site was being developed by 10-15
autonomous business units, and that those
were different, not only across countries but
between business units. Woods says,
“Multiply 10-15 units by 48 countries, and
you have 600 business units. But HP discovered the problem was compounded because
each unit actually had two or three subteams. So there were 1,500 teams serving out
content on 1,500 Web servers. Clearly, it’s
hard to coordinate all these teams, even
within a country when one division doesn’t
know what the other division is doing.”
Finally, HP decided they needed one infrastructure and came up with a specification for a
6

product that it had intended building internally
but also sent out as a speculative Request for
Proposal. GlobalSight was chosen because its
product had an 85-90% overlap with the specifications. The system was implemented and
deployed over 72 Web sites in 35 languages.
“They have improved time-to-market
by decreasing deployment of content from
three or four months to 72 hours,” says
Woods. “The very exciting thing for them, in
addition to the faster time-to-market, is that
they have tremendous cost savings. Even
though they’re doing 50% more countries
and almost 50% more languages, it’s costing
them millions of dollars less. If you look at it,
they used to have 1,500 Web servers, but
through centralization of their infrastructure
around our product they’ve been able to shut
down 1,200 Web servers.”
Leading travel Web site Travelocity.com
recognized three years ago that 20% of site
traffic was coming from non-US IP addresses, but only 2% of bookings originated from
outside the United States. In meeting its new
goal of deploying global Web sites sensitive to
both languages and locale, the company used
Idiom’s WorldServer to launch its local-language German site – www.travelocity.de.
Boehm says the company has improved its
“look to buy” ratios in the German market,
while cutting site maintenance by 50%.

Market V iability
The GMS has proven itself to a number
of international enterprises, yet market
demand is still soft. Some enterprise class
CMS vendors have an explanation. While
acknowledging the growing interest among
Fortune 500 and the Global 2000 customers
for multilingual content management, these
vendors question the validity of another platform. Documentum’s director of business
development, Dave Thoeny, forecasts that
“having the GMS platforms survive as a separate entity is probably not viable. Our customers don’t like to see content jump in and
out of their various systems and have it fly all
over the place. They prefer keeping it within
their CMS and having a globalization step
within the whole workflow process. I think
any CM company like Documentum will
expand its capabilities to embrace the needs
of localization vendors and provide APIs and
plug-ins for translation tools and glossaries.”
Lionbridge’s Lloyd believes that “if you
add up Interwoven, Documentum and
Vignette customers among the Fortune 500
and Global 2000, you get about 4,000 sales.
People are willing to invest in CM technology so it begs the question, ‘Why haven’t they
been willing to invest in GM technology?’ We
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think it’s because the additional features of a
GMS don’t justify another costly implementation cycle. Also, TM is a little esoteric for
most companies, and they would have to
staff-up highly specialized positions to utilize and manage the technology.”
But perhaps Lionbridge’s approach is no
different from most technology providers.
Howard Schwartz, vice-president of business
consulting at Uniscape, said in an interview
in issue #44 of MultiLingual Computing &
Technology that “the GMS is the perfect complement of the CMS, not its competitor.
There should be an ability to seamlessly integrate these environments. The CMS manages
source content and content after it has been
localized. The GMS manages the transformation of source content to another context.
The precise method of handoff between
workflow systems depends typically upon the
business requirements.”

The Futur e of GMS
A January 2000 Gartner report, “The
World Wide Web Content Management
Market,” projected “the worldwide market
for Web content management solutions will
be about US1 billion in 2000 for licensing
and US2 billion for services. The global
market will be doubling every year for the
next few years.” Those types of projections
attracted more vendors into the general CM
space, leading to increased competition, followed by mergers and buyouts.
Lloyd maintains that while CMS sales
were initially high due to marketing hyperbole around building Web sites and managing the content from various sources, he
thinks that “the real money, scale and longterm viability are the large enterprises
recognizing that they have this massive bank
of content and that they’re the ones with millions of pages of knowledge management
resources for product support. If they go or
are already global, they will need multilingual
Web sites and management of the content for
those sites.”
Yet the market in the GMS niche of content management is soft. Lancaster takes the
middle road on the future for GMS, admitting that while sales have not taken off the
way he and other vendors had expected, there
is a bright future. He maintains that “enterprises still need educating on the potential of
a GMS, with vendors delivering on ROI
expectations within the projected time
frame.” He forecasts that large adoption rates
will not occur for another two years, but in
the meantime a number of mergers, buyouts
and new entries into the multilingual content
management space will occur. Ω

Multilingual Content Management Products
Price in
US$1,000 Platform

Company

Product

Algonquin Studios *
www.algonquinstudios.com
E-Merge Strategies *
www.emerge-us.com
eTranslate
www.etranslate.com
Glides
www.glides.com
GlobalSight
www.globalsight.com

Quantum CMS 1.1

GlobalWorks
www.globalworks.com

Liquid Objects 3.0

varies

Idiom
www.idiominc.com

WorldServer 5.0

25-150

Inxight
www.inxight.com

LinguistX Platform 3.3 25+
Summarizer 3.3, Thing
Finder 2.2, Categorizer 3.0
WebPlexer 2.2
40+

Win, Solaris,
Linux

WebFlow 4

30-100

2000

STAR
www.star-group.net
TheOne
www.theone.com
Universal Solutions
www.universalsolutions.ca
Uniscape
www.uniscape.com

GRIPS 12.2001

300+

NT, 2000

WholeTree
www.wholetree.com

SiteTrak 2.5

Language Automation
www.lai.com
SDL
www.sdlintl.com

5-150

2000

.85/year/ Unix,
language Linux
50-350
Convey Localization
Solaris, NT,
Suite
2000
Global Content Mgr 1.0, .5/mohosted
30+
Web Center 2.5
varies
GlobalSight 4.1
Solaris, NT,
2000, HP UX
Transmerge 1.56

Global Content Accelera- 50+
tor 2.0, Translation Mgmt
QMCM–Quality Multilin- varies
gual Content Management
125-200
Uniscape 4.0

15-60+

NT, Solaris,
Unix, 2000,
Linux
NT, Solaris,
2000

Partners
E-Merge Strategies
Algonquin Studios
Interwoven, Vignette,
Documentum
Documentum, Day,
Interwoven, Vignette,
Stellent, Mediasurface

Documentum, Vignette,
Interwoven, Broadvision,
Eprise, Open Market
Documentum, Eprise

Unix, NT
Gauss, Interwoven,
Mediasurface, Obtree,
Tridion, Vignette

2000
hosted
Solaris, NT,
2000

Win

Broadvision, RedDot,
Documentum, Vignette,
Interwoven, Stellent,
Open Market
Interwoven, Vignette

All products support at least twenty languages. *Algonquin and E-Merge plan merger.
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Iverson Language Associates, Inc.

resources

Multiple Platforms
Languages All Description For the past 15 years, Iverson Language

Associates, Inc., has served as a complete language resource offering
English technical writing and illustration, document translation/localization and complete graphics services in all languages. In addition,
we offer video/multimedia production with the same level of service
and quality for which we are known. We partner with clients who
want to take control of their documentation processes. Our project
managers are experienced in meeting client demands for turnaround
time and total project management.

Iverson Language Associates, Inc. 1661 North Farwell
Avenue, P.O. Box 511759, Milwaukee, WI 53203-0301, 800-261-1144,
414-271-1144, Fax: 414-271-0144, E-mail: steve@iversonlang.com,
Web: www.iversonlang.com See ad on page 17

HighTech Passport
Multiple Platforms
Languages 37 Description For ten years, HighTech Passport has

been offering turnkey solutions to clients ranging from high-tech
start-ups to multinational corporations. Long-term partnerships with
our customers and a solid track record validate our commitment to
quality, reliability and professionalism. Our topnotch team of project
managers, engineers and specialized in-country linguists believes that
every project, from internationalization to full product localization,
testing and release engineering, is unique and deserves the attention
of customized localization. We will continue to dedicate our expertise, tools and resources to confer local character to global products.

HighTech Passport, Ltd. 1590 Oakland Road, Suite B202, San
Jose, CA 95131, 408-453-6303, Fax: 408-453-9434, E-mail: localize@
htpassport.com, Web: www.htpassport.com See ad on page 19

Arial Global, LLC
Multiple Platforms
Languages All Description Arial Global is a turnkey solution

provider for all of your globalization needs. We enable you to reach a
global market with services, including search engine optimization, Web
site localization, language translation of documentation, software interfaces, marketing multimedia and on-line content. Our team of specialists, years of experience and proven practices allow for customization
and on-time delivery of each project. This formula results in enhanced
perception of your technology and integrity, and increased credibility
and recognition from customers in your target countries. Contact Arial
Global to communicate your message to the world.

Arial Global, LLC 1501 Stampede Avenue, Suite 3030, Cody, WY
82414, 307-587-1338, Fax: 307-587-7448, E-mail: globalsales@arial
globalreach.com, Web: www.arialglobalreach.com See ad on page 11

Lionbridge Technologies
Multiple Platforms
Languages All Description Lionbridge Technologies, Inc., provides

solutions for worldwide deployment of technology and content to
global 2000 companies in the technology, life sciences and financial
services industries. Lionbridge testing and compatibility services, globalization solutions and multilingual content management technologies help clients reduce cost, decrease time-to-market and ensure the
integrity of global brands. Based in Waltham, Massachusetts,
Lionbridge maintains facilities in Canada, Ireland, the Netherlands,
France, Germany, China, South Korea, Japan, Taiwan, Brazil and the
United States. To learn more, visit www.lionbridge.com

Lionbridge Technologies, Inc. 950 Winter Street, Suite 2410,
Waltham, MA 02451, 781-434-6000, Fax: 781-434-6034, E-mail:
info@lionbridge.com, Web: www.lionbridge.com See ad on page 2

Global Content
Management Systems
Ted Nguyen, Sean Flynn
& Coneti Girimohan
Gone are the days when content meant
print, Web, wireless and television. For examlarge text files and Word documents, archived
ple, product marketing collateral is made availbinders collecting dust in war rooms, a plethoable to the marketing department in PDF for
ra of marketing brochures and corporate artiprint and provided on the public Web site in
facts. Even with this limited definition, manHTML format. A small change in product specaging content was a nightmare.
ifications should not require that the change be
In the “digital economy,” content is as
made for each document format. A single
important an asset as a
company’s market capital and its corporate
values. The definition
of content has seen a
sea change. Content has
become a direct driving
force for an enterprise’s
revenue margins. It
enables interaction between the various communities and value
chains in an enterprise
— employer and emThe complexity of content management
ployees, buyers and
suppliers, government
and citizens, retailers
and consumers. Everything from rich subject
matter content to critical transactional data to
Web applications to
catalogs and analytic
data is now under the
umbrella of content.
Add to that the complexity of various language versions and
locales, and producing
Integrated content management
and streamlining content flow and management becomes a
change at the source should propagate across all
Herculean task.
the media — including all the Web pages and
The content management (CM) marportals — that use the specific material.
ket, according to the Meta Group, will
Given the variety of delivery media, CM
exceed $10 billion by 2004. In a wild race to
has a broad definition. This article, however,
capture a large chunk of that market value,
confines itself to CM for the Web.
the theory and practice of managing content have seen a paradigm leap in how leadContent Management –
ing vendors define the next generation of
The Road to an Invention
integrated CM product and service.
Today, CM is driven by the premise that
Global enterprises have three value
content should be controlled from a single
propositions when it comes to content: a
source and delivered to multiple media such as
8

smooth internal and external communication medium for delivery to different interaction touchpoints; collaboration between
knowledge and content owners; and the
intelligence to analyze this content and determine how it is used. These requirements are
typical for any enterprise.
The complexity of a departmentalized
way of working together with the diagonally
opposite global market concept has led to a
scenario where rich content assets are hidden
in isolated corporate repositories or “silos.”
The same content gets recreated several hundred times in fragmented blocks and must be
updated and maintained separately. Enterprises have not focused on developing a unified system where content is not duplicated
and is available seamlessly across different
portals. This vision of integrated CM should
be the goal of every company.
CM theory has evolved from maintaining content in dumb file systems to storing
it in intelligent repositories that can initiate
an action and respond to queries based on
user needs and underlying business rules.
There is a growing need for enterprises to
create a global repository of content with
local control at different geographic locations. Authors at these locations need to
publish content in a local language as well as
to “escalate” it to be made available in different languages. Before escalation, the content
is subjected to a series of filters and rules
governed by a workflow.
Designing a workflow that is optimized
to publish time-sensitive content to various
touchpoints in the desired language in a truly
localized fashion is complicated. But time
and money spent on one such effort will help
the enterprise realize the return on investment for its globalization goals.
Content is given a shape with interaction touchpoints and the presentation
interface or user interface. Enterprises
worldwide have their global branding
reflected in this presentation with the use of
a distinct style, which is further localized at
each geographic level. It is key that a content management solution (CMS) is based
on keeping content separated from the
presentation layer. The author’s expertise is
in producing content and not in rendering
its presentation.
In the old school of thought, CM
meant images, articles and downloadable
PDFs which were published in predetermined presentation layouts. This method,
however, did not allow users to see how the
content took shape on the Web page or,
for that matter, to control page-level content. The new paradigm lets users manage
at the page level and retain control at the
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item-type level, administer the
site at the micro level and manage
High Tech
publishing at the macro level.
Next-generation CM products
will incorporate the ability to
assemble assets that make a page
and publish that page, rather than
Marketing
ensuring that each content item
type that makes up that page is
first published. The question
remains as to how the item types
and pages can be tracked. Content
Sales
needs to have some form of tagging and a mechanism to track
that tag. Tagging has assumed
more significance with the use of
sophisticated search engines
Engineering
because of the indexing process
that any tagging mechanism has.
Maintaining gargantuan volumes of content invokes elements
of library science, of categorizing
Customer
books using “genre” stack cards.
Support
Web content was tagged by a set of
keywords in CM applications, and
with it the problem of maintaining Content taxonomy across multiple navigation taxonomies
keywords in a structured format.
— content, navigational, personalization,
With personalization and globalization of Web
search and globalization — exist in the comsites, it became evident that a string or taxoplex world of CM.
nomical structure should be imposed.
Content taxonomy, an internal view or
organization
of data, forms the foundation for
Taxonomy Builds
managing content effectively and presents conOr der Fr om Chaos
tent producers with a clear view of the content
that they specifically manage and facilitates
Any discussion of CM must address the
separation of content from its display.
use of taxonomies for organizing and managNavigation taxonomy, the content
ing content. Five main types of taxonomies
organization that end users will view when

9
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Ralph McElroy Translation Co.

resources

Multiple Platforms
Languages All Description At RMTC we use state-of-the-art

technology combined with a traditional human approach to produce translations of superb quality. RMTC clients demand the
perfection of a human linguist, expertise in highly technical
fields, plus competitive prices and turnarounds. This combination is achieved with intelligent leveraging of technology.
ELJOTS™ (Electronic Job Tracking System) was developed internally and launched in August 1999. It provides instant access to
complete job history and real-time status information. Its forecasting mechanism allows optimal scheduling of resources and
knowledgeable commitment to deadlines. 30 years in business –
all languages – on time!

Ralph McElroy Translation Co. 910 West Avenue, Austin, TX
78701, 800-531-9977, 512-472-6753, Fax: 512-472-4591, E-mail:
sales@mcelroytranslation.com, Web: www.mcelroytranslation.com
See ad on page 13

MultiCorpora R&D Inc.
Windows
Languages ISO Latin-1 Description MultiTrans is a state-of-

the-art multilingual information management and computeraided translation tool. It allows the user to quickly build
bilingual corpora (bi-text) from thousands or millions of words
of legacy documents. It also performs monolingual and multilingual terminology extraction (terminology generation),
enabling the rapid creation of massive terminology databases
from your own bi-text. It pre-translates from terminology databases and/or compares texts to be translated against the bi-text
corpora, identifying and extracting identical segments (expressions, sentences and paragraphs). Experience what a corpusbased CAT tool can do for you in terms of added synergy,
better consistency and faster turnarounds.

MultiCorpora R&D Inc. CDTI de Hull, 490 St-Joseph, Suite
102, Hull, Quebec, Canada J8Y 3Y7, 819-778-7070, Fax: 819-7780801, E-mail: info@multicorpora.ca, Web: www.multicorpora.ca
See ad on page 19

L A I

Developing a Multilingual Web Site?
Multiple Platforms
Languages All Description Language Automation offers flexi-

ble solutions for managing multilingual content and multilingual Web sites. Our WebPlexer™ system is a combination of
integrated software modules and customizable translation services that work together to simplify the development, operation,
translation and maintenance of a multilingual Web site. The system is highly configurable and ideally suited for a wide range of
Web sites, from the simplest to the most complex, and is
designed to preserve your existing investment both in content
and structure. Language Automation also offers human translation services as an integral part of its total solution. Please visit
our Web site for more information.

Language Automation, Inc. 1670 S. Amphlett Boulevard,
Suite 214, San Mateo, CA 94402, 650-571-7877, Fax: 650-5716294, E-mail: info@lai.com, Web: www.lai.com

they come to a site, depends on the user
items within taxonomy categories can be
types and the functions they will perform on
viewed as distinct extensions to the global
the site. For example, a client visiting a hightaxonomy.
tech company site would see a completely
The key to constructing a globalization
different taxonomy than a system integrator
taxonomy relies on understanding all the
visiting the same site. The users could be
locales that will be supported. Depending
viewing very similar content but under difupon the globalization model that is choferent nodes within the taxonomy.
sen, a globalization taxonomy may vary
Personalization-based taxonomies are
upon implementation. A hybrid model
interesting because the constraints to
could contain a globalization taxonomy
define them are based on learning and
that includes all locales supported by the
measurement. One constraint is the ability
site. Various nodes within the taxonomy
to learn and act on the visitor behavior on
will appear across all locales, whereas some
a real-time basis. Another is being able to
nodes will only appear in narrowly specific
analyze visitor behavior on a non-real-time
locales. It is important to realize that the
basis so that upon the user’s next arrival
tagging of content will also be heavily
the experience can be more personalized. A
dependent upon this globalization taxonothird constraint is building a taxonomy
my. Some content will span multiple
that supports key business goals such as
locales, and other content will be specific to
cross selling, upselling, reporting and
a single locale.
measurement of success factors. These taxAlthough taxonomies assist in organizonomies typically are defined by leveraging
ing complex content structures, their use
category and keyword structures. Various
must be enabled through appropriate techdata-mining or observational technologies
nologies. One of the most efficient ways to
are used to leverage a personalizationuse multiple taxonomies is to provide a solid
ready taxonomy.
CM server for managing and displaying varThere is a close relationship between
ious taxonomies. Other services will also
taxonomies and search engines. Since the
need to be considered.
content is tagged based on a taxonomy, the
search functionality can leverage both the
Ser vices of Content
categories of the taxonomy and knowledge
Management
about the relationships of the taxonomy to
further enhance the search capabilities. For
A content management server is responthis reason, a search functionality can
sible for enabling the production, mainteleverage great value from content, naviganance and deployment of content. At a basic
tion and personalization taxonomies. The
level, the server should be able to manage
tagging of content based on a taxonomy
business content, application functionality
dovetails nicely with most search engines
and media assets through workflow, a desigbecause search engines can then generate
index files from
the content database schema which
include the category tag columns.
A globalization taxonomy can
apply across all the
other taxonomies,
and, if globalization is identified as
a specific requireContent management services
ment for CM, it
nated flow of tasks that effectively manages
should be incorporated into the definition
content production. The tasks that make up
and construction of all of them. In other
workflow can contain conditional and paralwords, a globalization taxonomy is
lel operations that manage the activities of
ingrained deeply into the content and perindividuals across an enterprise. This
sonalization taxonomies wherein there is
automation of tasks provides great value to
locale support for content and its attributes.
the overall workflow. Separating content
It is important to note that a globalization
from presentation makes repurposing and
taxonomy is much more than just a geomanagement easier and more efficient. This
graphic view of a standard taxonomy. In
is a vital feature of the CM server.
fact, the identification of locale-specific
10

A complete solution should also ideally
include personalization, analysis, aggregation, syndication and integration services.
Although these services increase the value of
core technologies currently defined within
CM, they provide valuable extensions for
production, maintenance and deployment,
thereby enabling managers to target and
manage content more effectively.
Personalization can take on many different definitions. Some views state that
personalization should be driven at group
levels and that content can be pushed out to
groups of individuals based upon profile
information. Although this provides a
mechanism for targeting content to multiple groups of people based upon group
traits, it does not account for individual
behavior and therefore a truly personalized
experience. Achieving this requires observation of user behavior and matching it to the
personalization taxonomy.
Analyzing content in relationship to
desired outcomes, such as e-commerce
transactions, will include the reporting of
activities based upon user groups or segments. With this information, CM services
should be able to provide rule-based mechanisms for launching and deploying content to various users in line with business
objectives. This whole process becomes
much more complex when done on a global
scale, as user behavior will dramatically
shift across locales. The analysis should
leverage and perhaps enhance the personalization taxonomy.
As content demands continue to skyrocket, there is a need for tapping into
external systems and content repositories
from unstructured and disparate sources
of data such as the World Wide Web, legacy database systems and document repositories. Alternatively, structured systems
such as enterprise resource planning
(ERP) systems may provide the content.
An effective CMS will integrate with these
sources, aggregate activities and tie it into
existing taxonomies.
Providing targeted content to affiliates of a content management system calls
for syndication services. Syndication
allows content to be pushed out in a targeted and controlled manner so that these
affiliates can receive timely and accurate
updates to important information. The
CM solution should also have the ability to
push content out to multiple media
devices such as Personal Digital Assistants
(PDAs), cell phones or other media
devices. The complexity of managing content increases with global markets and
requires careful strategic planning to

ensure that the solution is comprehensive
across all locales.
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Multilingual Support Services
Internationalization

Selecting the Right
Globalization Model
Project success relies on the efficient
layering of globalization, then internationalization and finally localization. We can identify three common globalization models.
The lockstep model offers one standard
layout with minimum flexibility. The site
looks exactly the same in different languages, except for the translation of user
interface components and business content. In many cases, content is stored in a
database record and served dynamically
based on the selected locale.
The benefits include ease of internationalization, less code, enforcement of
corporate standards and simpler site maintenance and taxonomy construction. On
the other hand, this model restricts localespecific design and business content. This
model would not work well for consumerfocused sites where cultural compliance and
local marketing communication are crucial
to site success.
The locale-specific model, the opposite
of the lockstep model, allows each site to
have its own look-and-feel, layout and
design. Site developers can create unique
content targeted to local audiences.
This model offers flexibility to build
sites for targeted audiences, cultural adaptation and unique user experience. However,
the site development, production and
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LingoPort, Inc.
www.lingoport.com

Localization
Arial Global, LLC
www.arialglobalreach.com
Bowne Global Solutions, Inc.
www.bowneglobal.com
eTranslate
www.etranslate.com
HighTech Passport, Ltd.
www.htpassport.com
HZ Multimedia
www.fontalog.com
Iverson Language Associates, Inc.
www.iversonlang.com
Lionbridge Technologies, Inc.
www.lionbridge.com
RWS Group
www.translate.com
SymbioSys, Inc.
www.symbiosys.com

Translation Tools and Services
Celer Soluciones, S.L.
www.celersol.com
Eriksen Translations Inc.
www.erikseninc.com
MultiCorpora R&D Inc.
www.multicorpora.ca
Ralph McElroy Translation Co.
www.mcelroytranslation.com
SYSTRAN Software, Inc.
www.systransoft.com
TalkToAnyone.com
www.talktoanyone.com
TRADOS Corporation
www.trados.com/usa
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SYSTRAN

resources

Linux, UNIX, Mac OS X, MS Windows
Languages 35 plus language combinations Description SYSTRAN

develops and markets the world’s most scalable and modular translation architecture. Its core technology powers revolutionary translation solutions for the Internet, PCs and network infrastructures
that facilitate communication. Our expertise covers over 30 years of
building customized translation solutions for large corporations,
portals, ISPs, governments and public administrations through
open and robust architectures. SYSTRAN offers real-world MT applications that allow for the integration of multilingual functionalities
in information processing and exchanges for eCommerce, CRM,
Knowledge Management, SMS, WAP and Databases. We also provide the SYSTRAN Linguistic Platform (SLP), a customized
resources and maintenance development environment tailored to
the localization needs of corporations.

SYSTRAN
North America 9333 Genesee Avenue, Plaza Level, Suite PL1, San
Diego, CA 92121, 858-457-1900, Fax: 858-457-0648, E-mail:
info@systransoft.com, Web: www.systransoft.com
Europe 1, rue du Cimetière, BP 87, 95230 Soisy-sous-Montmorency,
France, 33-1-39-34–97-97, Fax: 33-1-39-89-49-34, E-mail: info@
systransoft.com, Web: www.systransoft.com See ad on page 17

Bowne Global Solutions, Inc.
Multiple Platforms
Languages All Description Bowne Global Solutions is the indus-

try-leading provider of comprehensive globalization solutions and
technology to industry leaders in the technology product, medical,
corporate on-line learning, automotive, telecommunications and
digital entertainment industries worldwide. Solutions are deployed
with the knowledge that globalization impacts businesses operationally and strategically. Bowne Global Solutions provides
technical documentation authoring and translation, software internationalization, technology product localization and Web content
creation and management combined with related linguistic technologies to the world’s most respected companies. Companyowned production facilities in every major language market
contribute to the delivery of a new standard of performance.

Bowne Global Solutions, Inc. 14 Walsh Drive,
Parsippany, NJ 07054, 973-402-1300, Fax: 973-394-2100, Email: info@bowneglobal.com, Web: www.bowneglobal.com See
ad on page 14

Stellent, Inc.
Multiple Platforms
Languages 17 Description Stellent, Inc., offers Web content

management solutions for rapid deployment of scalable business
Web sites. Stellent Content Management System automates the
process of maintaining timely, accurate information on multilanguage Web sites. Business content from sources, including
desktop applications, business applications and contribution
templates, is managed and published in Web-based formats such
as XML, HTML, WML, cHTML and PDF. Business personalization
and integration with corporate security models ensure that users
access only the information they are entitled to see and they can
access content based on language preferences. Customers
worldwide include Merrill Lynch, Cox Communications, Sun
Microsystems, Target, Hewlett-Packard and Yahoo!.

Stellent, Inc. 7777 Golden Triangle Drive, Eden Prairie,
MN 55344, 800-989-8774, Fax: 952-829-5424, E-mail:
programs@stellent.com, Web: www.stellent.com See ad on
page 17

maintenance around this model require
intensive human resources, manual
processes and complex maintenance efforts.
Based on our research, many global corporations implemented this model before
realizing that their global branding strategies were compromised, content quality was
unacceptable and critical messages were
misrepresented to their customers.
So what is the best solution? The
answer lies in a hybrid model that combines
the internationalization readiness of the
lock-step model with the flexibility of the
locale-specific model. With an internationalized infrastructure in place, we can move
to the next level with adjustable attributes
for site layouts, content positions, styles and
culturally specific elements to deliver locally
unique sites. The end result provides local
audiences with a high-quality site over a USor primary-language-centric version.
A robust CM server separates business
content from the display engine. For the
hybrid model, we must consider separating
application assets from the display engine
using a message catalog model. Software
programmers can easily recognize that a
message catalog is just another flavor of the
more familiar Java resource bundles.
However, a message catalog adds a management interface for all application assets.
Upon receiving a page request, the CM server would detect the selected locale, assemble
the localized page dynamically and serve it
efficiently. A few leading CMS in today’s
market include sophisticated caching features that improve site performance and
eliminate database resource bottlenecks
while enabling globalization solutions.

Inter nationalization –
Not an After thought!
Many globalization projects fail due to
lack of planning for internationalization.
The mentality of completing a US English
site as the highest priority while deferring
other language needs into subsequent project stages, results in complex and costly
redesign of the entire CM infrastructure.
Assuming that we have implemented an
appropriate globalization model, we can
solve the infamous encoding challenge
through Unicode standardization. With
Unicode, we can create, store, manage and
publish content efficiently and consistently
while distancing ourselves from the nightmarish conversion from one legacy encoding to another. Use of other encodings in a
small number of locales, however, such as
the popular Shift-JIS encoding in Japan,
12

forces our solution to include a transcoding function from Unicode to any legacy
encoding during the site publishing. This is
an important requirement across many
double-byte environments and must be
carefully planned.
Internationalization must support numerous locale objects such as date, time,
calendar, measurement units, addresses,
numbering system and so on. Many leading
CMS have already addressed this need, but
some additional and more specific requirements must be customized. For e-business
(business-to-consumer) applications that
require transactional activities, we must prepare for locale-specific business logic. For
example, a shopping cart/payment process
in the United States is vastly different from
one in Japan. We can accommodate this
design by using the familiar Object Oriented
Programming methodology and applying
polymorphism, which can greatly enhance
object and class design to account for localespecific behavior. The result is an environment adaptable to new business logic
requiring minimum code impact.

Designing for Global
and Local Content
A typical US-based corporation’s global
Web site content can include corporate information, investor relations, mission statement, annual report and similar information.
On the other hand, local content focuses
mainly on local products, events and news.
Selecting content for localization must
be based on the company following due diligence research into users, locales and market opportunities that pinpoint language
and content category priorities. By leveraging personalization features, we can scientifically automate this research through intelligent reports of users’ visits to local Web
pages. The result can drive the development
of the site structure, content policy and
localization goals. Content editors must
then define localization criteria based on
content categories and contextual value
instead of mimicking the entire US-English
site for every language involved. For example, it does not make sense to localize news
articles specifically written for the US audience into five major languages when they
have no global relevance.
We recognize that both global and
local content impact the CM workflow.
Our global workflow would include, at a
minimum, content authoring, content editorial and content publishing adapted by
all content production teams worldwide.
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Therefore, we must extend the global
workflow to include a conditional task: if
an article needs to exist in multiple languages, then a localization task will occur.
Beyond the standard localization workflow, we can enhance our workflow with
optional tasks such as cultural compliance,
legal and usability reviews.

Integrating W ith Localization
Management Solutions
Until recently, a number of software
technology companies delivered their
products focusing on the localization and
localization management aspects. These
products, also known as global management systems (GMS), include four basic
components — a connector, translation
database, workflow and project management. Interestingly, these products all
integrate, via customized connectors, with
the leading CM systems by tapping into the
available application program interface, file
system or content database records. We
believe that these solutions complement a
CM solution. However, a true global CM
system starts with an internationalized
CM infrastructure that includes the layers
of complexity we have described. Until this
effort is completed, the localization management or GMS solution cannot properly
adapt to the system. A thorough analysis of
GMS requirements early in the project will
make integration simpler.
Technologies alone are not enough to
ensure success. Service is an important criterion for any localization project. We continue to rely on localization professionals such
as project managers, translators, localization
/internationalization engineers, human factor engineers and business managers to
ensure that corporate guidelines are met.
Localization success can only be achieved
when knowledgeable team members jointly
execute well-defined project plans and a
predefined CM policy. We must avoid being
undermined by internal and external political influences attempting to shorten the execution process.

Har vesting the Benefits
of Global Content
Management Solution
Let’s imagine that we have completed a
global CM solution. Customers from
Mexico are served with personalized and
well-localized information, recognize the
corporate brand continuously, find the

proper product configurations matching
the advertising brochures and are assisted
by a knowledgeable help desk system. Our
Japanese business partners can navigate easily through their Japan site and locate properly translated business processes that are
compliant with local regulations, allowing
them to make critical business decisions to
develop strategic partnerships. At the same
time, an internal German sales team can
monitor regional opportunities and download the latest presentations targeted for
local markets on the way to impress the next

prospective CEOs in Hamburg. Integrated
global management of content makes all of
this possible.

In Summar y
Integrated global solutions are needed
across enterprises to ensure efficient management of content assets. Solid CM solutions go
a long way in helping corporations achieve
their globalization goals by effectively managing and targeting content across disparate
mediums and contexts. Ω

TECHNICAL TRANSLATIONS
IN ALL LANGUAGES

Services: Over 30 Years of Experience • Emphasis on Quality • Skilled Project Management
Competitive Prices and Turnaround • Sophisticated Production Capabilities
• Localization Expertise • ELJOTS™ (Electronic Job Tracking System)
At RMTC (Ralph McElroy Translation
Company) we use state-of-the-art
technology combined with a traditional human approach to produce translations of superb quality. RMTC clients
demand the perfection of a human
linguist, expertise in highly technical
fields, plus competitive prices and
turnarounds. The combination can
only be achieved by intelligent leveraging of technology in today's fastpaced business environment.
ELJOTS™(Electronic Job Tracking System)
was developed internally and launched
in August 1999. Now fully implemented,
it allows networked RMTC staff instant

access to complete job history and
real-time status information. ELJOTS™
automatically generates work orders,
clients’ special instructions, priority
lists, and internally useful reports. Its
forecasting mechanism allows optimal
scheduling of resources and knowledgeable commitment to deadlines. Editors
and production staff even input a rating
for the quality of each translation. The
resulting quality matrix is used to evaluate translator performance as we continually make process improvements.
®
Excellence with a Sense of Urgency
awaits. Call 1-800-531-9977 for more

information.

RALPH MCELROY TRANSLATION COMPANY
Excellence with A sense of urgency®
910 West Ave. Austin, Texas 78701 • 1-800-531-9977 • www.mcelroytranslation.com
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Rely on the experts to take
you every step of the way
For more information visit us at:
www.bowneglobal.com
or contact us at:
info@bowneglobal.com
+ 1 323 866 1000 (Americas)
+ 353 1 614 6351 (Europe)
+ 81 45 640 4250 (Asia)

Evolving a Global
Content Strategy
Shuli Goodman
Until recently, the creation, acquisition
and management of digital content occurred in
a relatively informal process within most corporations. However, the sheer volume of information flowing through companies today —
coupled with the need to create content that is
personalized, localized and published across
multiple channels — has made it impossible to
succeed with rudimentary tools and ad hoc
approaches. Successfully managing content
now requires significant investments of people,
time and money, not to mention a mastery of
all the various phases of the content life cycle.
The need for more formal, repeatable
processes is particularly strong for those
organizations managing content at a global
enterprise level. All those bits and bytes must
be created, managed and localized. Each localized Web site, content product or software
application requires increased coordination
and represents exponential complexity. But
while it is widely understood that process
management is a key to success in software
development, this insight has not commonly
extended to content life cycle management.
This article looks at some common concerns
for those who manage global content and provides a number of recommendations for how,
from a process and organizational perspective,
to develop a successful content strategy.

Do You Have a Content
Pr oblem?
Regardless of industry, most people who
are hooked into the networked economy have
a content problem. And most don’t know it.
Let’s say you are a hardware manufacturer and you’ve decided the next big thing is
“Web services.” If the content on your Web
site is not managed separately from the presentation layer — the navigation and visual
design assets — and processing logic, then
you have a content problem.
Perhaps you are a financial services firm
putting together collateral materials for a
financial tool. If it takes six weeks to develop
the collateral and another month to get it onto
the Web site, and you can’t even consider

localizing
for language,
then you have a
content problem.
Maybe you are a retailer with a print
catalog and a Web site. If you are managing
completely different digital libraries for the
catalog, the Web site and marketing, then you
have a content problem.
Even companies that deal with content
as a core product may not see that they have
a content problem. Their processes are
already focused on acquiring or creating content, managing it and pushing it out over one
or many channels. But while people in this
group know they are in the content business,
they rarely think of themselves as managing a
digital content supply chain. Therefore, they
resist investing in technology that seems to
disrupt current processes. This can be a crucial mistake when digital assets are increasing
exponentially and companies want to use the
Internet to deliver their products.
Furthermore, many of these companies
have future scenarios that usually involve
some variation on the nomadic audience
theme, in which the customer is able to
choose how, when and in what language
content is delivered. How could mean
books, PDAs, home entertainment or thirdgeneration (3G) wireless devices; when
could mean on demand or by subscription;
and where could mean in Los Angeles in
Spanish, in Hong Kong in English and so on.
Managing content items for various audiences, languages and distribution channels
can easily beget nearly 50 versions of the
15
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original — for example, two audience types
times 12 languages, delivered for print and
Web, equals 48 versions.
On the other end of the spectrum are
companies that don’t even know they are in the
content business, what Forrester Research in
“Content Management Next Steps” calls “accidental publishers.” For these companies, content isn’t so much a product as a byproduct.
They create manuals, product documentation
and marketing materials as part of doing business. Accidental publishers also tend to have
future business scenarios that include some
version of the extended enterprise, in which
partners, vendors, employees and customers
co-exist within a digital commerce ecosystem. From collaborative product development to a digitally enhanced
sales cycle to post-purchase support and upselling, these companies are actually transferring
content/information/knowledge
as a core component of the commerce transaction.
If a company has 50,000
SKUs that are updated once a week
and there are 48 versions, then it is
managing nearly 10 million content items a
month. Planning is critical to ensure growth and
to meet customer expectations. However, the
idea of content strategy isn’t on the radar, and
leadership often has no idea that enabling business plans may require content competency.
Somewhere along the line, there may be murmurs about content management, digital rights,
broken global brands and an inability to deliver
localized experiences to customers. In general,
the response to these problems is, “Get a tool!”
This path is likewise doomed. The problems are
systemic, and the solutions must be more holistic than simply purchasing a software package.
Software manufacturers and distributors fall somewhere in the middle of these
two groups. While the processes for managing software development are usually more
formal, software companies tend not to
manage the rest of their content with as
much attention to process. In other words,
marketing and print product content is
stored and managed separately from Web
content. Also, content and presentation
layers are merged for both print and Web
publishing. Since 60% to 70% of their
content tends to be support- or knowledgebased content, their solutions need to be
customer-centric and relational. The content
life cycle is tightly linked with and dependent
on the product development cycle and customer relationship management (CRM). For
software companies, the shift to Web services and ASP-type software leasing will require
a tightly integrated digital ecosystem.
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Eriksen Translations Inc.

resources

Multiple Platforms
Languages All Description Eriksen Translations first entered

the market as a translation service provider specializing in
Scandinavian languages. Today, with an ever-expanding list of
client referrals and 15 years of industry experience, Eriksen provides personalized and professional expertise through a wide
range of services, including multilingual document translation
(double-byte, bidirectional and other non-Western languages
included); Web site globalization; graphics localization; multilingual DTP; and the translation and localization of e-learning and
Learning Management System content. First-rate project management guarantees superior quality control and on-time delivery.
PM services include terminology database creation and maintenance and CAT tool expertise. WBE certified.

Eriksen Translations Inc. 32 Court Street, 20th Floor,
Brooklyn, NY 11201, 718-802-9010, Fax: 718-802-0041, Email: info@erikseninc.com, Web: www.erikseninc.com See ad
on page 19

Idiom Technologies, Inc.
Multiple Platforms
Languages All Description Idiom WorldServer™ is Web infra-

structure software for globalization that automates and synchronizes multilingual, multicultural content – both off-line and
on-line. WorldServer combines industry-leading linguistic technology with powerful globalization workflow, business rules
and unique preview-in-context tools to simplify translation and
localization. WorldServer features the first centralized,
shareable Translation Memory and Terminology Database,
jointly developed by Idiom and ATRIL. WorldServer’s
translation workbench is based on ATRIL’s powerful, userfriendly and versatile Déjà Vu product, used by translators
worldwide. Idiom’s customers include multinational companies
such as Adobe, Eastman Chemical, General Electric, MasterCard
and Travelocity.

Idiom Technologies, Inc. 200 Fifth Avenue, Waltham,
MA 02451, 781-464-6000, Fax: 781-464-6100, E-mail:
info@idiominc.com, Web: www.idiominc.com See ad on
page 19

UniSite
Multiple Platforms
Languages All single-byte, double-byte and bidirectional characters Description Glides offers an affordable software service

enabling companies to quickly create and manage a global Web
site with content localized by language, country or region. The
product, UniSite, is a full-featured, easy-to-use content management solution facilitating deployment and maintenance of continuously changing multilingual Web sites with the same level of
effort as maintaining a single site. Change detection occurs
automatically across multiple languages, with changes easily
published following UniSite’s workflow-based review and
approval guidelines. UniSite’s globalization technology significantly reduces cost, time and resources involved with maintaining separate sites for each language and enables corporations to
develop a truly global, multilingual Web presence.

Glides, Inc. 1715 114th Avenue SE, Suite 115, Bellevue,
WA 98004, 877-945-4337, 425-450-0588, Fax: 425-450-0675,
E-mail: info@glides.com, Web: www.glides.com See ad on
page 19

So, do you have a content problem? The
answer is most likely yes if you are engaged in
any kind of digital business, including software development, Web commerce, print
publishing and wireless telecommunications,
or providing any kind of digitally managed
print collateral to your customers.

Managing Content
Acr oss the Life Cycle
The lack of awareness about the role
of content in commerce means that few
businesses take into consideration the
requirements for managing digital investments across a content life cycle and at a
global level. To solve content creation or
content publishing problems, most corporations throw people and occasionally a
tool at the departments deemed responsible. All too often, Global 500 organizations
find themselves with hundreds of independent and uncoordinated Web and print
environments. Problems such as increased
costs due to inefficient processes, unrealized returns on partially implemented
technology investments, and the general
inability to capitalize on emerging opportunities are endemic.
This unmanaged growth inhibits the
ability to manage core business activities effectively, thus making systems integration with
legacy applications expensive and risky. While
these conditions have not stopped people, they
have definitely slowed projects down.
In this time of economic contraction,
getting the go-ahead for spending, particularly for Internet projects, will demand a
clearly articulated plan for how to consolidate and harmonize content creation and
publishing investments. But there’s good
news: to develop an approach, it doesn’t
matter whether you’re selling content or
using content to sell, support and manage
your core business. Content is content.
There are underlying patterns, processes
and concepts that can be organized into a
content life cycle model. And, in general,
there are best practices that can guide the
evolution of a global content strategy for
any company, whether it has 30 employees
or 30,000. The goal is the same: to be able
to manage personalization, multi-channel
publishing and global delivery through
repeatable processes and with quality
improvement. While not intended to minimize complexity, the strategies suggested
in this article can help create a more holistic ground from which to solve big,
intractable content-centric creation and
delivery problems.
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Separate Content
Cr eation Fr om Publishing
There are essentially two parts to the
content life cycle: 1) creation and acquisition
and 2) publishing and delivery. While this
may seem too simple, the failure to recognize
these two different components is, in fact, the
genesis of many enterprise content problems.
Redundancy, inability to localize content,
viral proliferation of Web sites, a wall
between print and Web operations — all usually have at their root some sort of content
phase problem. In the print world, creating
content, laying the content out, publishing
the content and distributing the content are
seen as distinct and unique activities. A print
editor would never copyedit a book while it
was on a press, but the equivalent is commonplace in Web environments, where
Webmasters waste time and money making
the same change in 50 different places on
hardcoded HTML pages. A book distributor
would not try to localize a book for the marketplace after it had been printed and was on
the way to the bookstore, but Web localization is often managed inside of a publishing
cycle as opposed to inside a modification
cycle within content creation.
If content creation and publishing are
treated as distinct phases — configured properly and managed holistically — companies can
then leverage economies of scale. They can
propagate changes automatically, create content
with localization requirements in mind and
allow reuse of material across multiple channels.
Part of the problem here is that current
content management tools often exacerbate
the phase problems. Fundamentally, creation
and delivery have distinctly different processes,
roles and workflow — and thus different tool
requirements. Applying one tool to manage the
chaos of a Web site may solve some problems
associated with the Web site, but if you are
managing a hundred or a thousand Web sites
and a print supply chain, it can create new and
more persistent problems. Content management systems have boasted they can do it all.
The problem, of course, is that they are not
able to do it all well. Some are good at version
control, others workflow, and still others Web
publishing and personalization. Too many
times, companies have been preoccupied with
tool selection before they have understood how
to best manage content globally. The best
advice is to carefully collect your requirements
in each set of activities, know your processes,
clarify your business needs and scope, and then
look at tools to facilitate these goals.
Perhaps the most significant opportunity
to come out of separating creation from
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Making Multilingual
Web Sites Easy
Universal Solutions’ Internet-based Quality Multilingual
Content Management (QMCM) technology opens up
exciting new ways to publish quality dynamic Web sites
in any language. We partner with translators around the
world providing the most effective way to address your
organization’s globalization/localization needs.
• Simplifies the publishing process
• Publishes with unprecedented speed
• Assures high quality
• Most cost-effective method
QMCM handles content stored in most common Web
file formats and database types.

SYSTRAN’s MT Manages
Multilingual Content
With the ever-increasing amount of content that
needs to be translated with an integrated solution, the
effective solution for managing multilingual content is
to implement SYSTRAN’s customized MT solution.
SYSTRAN’s MT:
• Integrates finite state technology to accelerate
access to very large linguistic knowledge bases.
• Addresses multilingual issues in all applications
through XML and Unicode standards.
• Is used as a content access tool next to search.
SYSTRAN’s Linguistic Platform (SLP) is a customized
resources and maintenance development environment
tailored to the localization and multilingual content
management needs of corporations.

Multilingual Content
Management
Across the Enterprise
• End-to-end business content management solution
for content-centric Web sites and e-business
applications such as enterprise portals and
business commerce applications
• Automatic conversion of native business content to
the appropriate markup language for deployment
through Web or wireless browsers
• Full-text and metadata searching for multiple
languages, including multibyte languages
• User profiles based on language preferences
• Localization kit

Universal Solutions Inc.

SYSTRAN

STELLENT

1900 Merivale Road, Suite 210, Ottawa, Ontario,
Canada K2G 4N4 • 613-569-8430
Fax: 613-569-5404 • info@universalsolutions.ca
www.universalsolutions.ca

9333 Genesee Avenue, Plaza Level, Suite PL1
San Diego, CA 92121
858-457-1900 • Fax: 858-457-0648
info@systransoft.com • www.systransoft.com

7777 Golden Triangle Drive
Eden Prairie, MN 55344
800-989-8774 • Fax: 952-829-5424
programs@stellent.com • www.stellent.com

Language Management
for Today’s Technology
For successful Multilingual Content Management,
it is essential for your language service provider to
support the technology with tools and systems that
can organize and control translated information.
Iverson Language Associates, Inc., has the workflow solutions and quality management systems
to aid the translation and localization of your
enterprise content.
With 15 years of experience, Iverson has
developed a proven strategy for producing a
successful process for your content management
concerns. Call us today.

Globalization Management
System (GMS)
GlobalSight System4 provides the infrastructure to
control the complex process of adapting, translating
and maintaining all content on a worldwide basis. Key
functional areas:
• Access all content via the revolutionary Content
Exchange Engine
• Automate the localization process via the GUI-based
Localization Process Manager
• Leverage previous translations with a robust,
centralized Translation Memory engine
• Manage all jobs and translations through the
Integrated Localization Studio
• Execute all GMS functionality with a scalable,
standards-based architecture

Iverson Language Associates, Inc.

GlobalSight

1661 N. Farwell Avenue, P.O. Box 511759
Milwaukee, WI 53203-0301
800-261-1144 • 414-271-1144 • Fax: 414-271-0144
steve@iversonlang.com • www.iversonlang.com

2055 Gateway Place, Suite 700
San Jose, CA 95110
408-392-3600 • Fax: 408-392-3601
info@globalsight.com • www.globalsight.com
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Multilingual Computing with
Engineering Precision™
Since 1995, HZ Multimedia, Inc., has provided its
world-class OEM partners with multilingual computing
solutions, including:
• CJK Unicode fonts
• Multilingual user interface design, content
translation and editing
• CJK capability development for Web, embedded,
Windows, Unix and Linux applications
• Localization and globalization engineering
technologies
• Testing of software on localized systems
We act as your strategic partner and complete
technology and service provider. Together we can develop
multilingual solutions through technology innovation.

HZ Multimedia, Inc.
600 S. Lake Avenue, Ste. 303, Pasadena, CA 91106
626-744-0530 • Fax: 626-744-0531
info@hzmi.com • www.hzmi.com
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publishing is the ability to separate content from
business and the customer. And just as the
the presentation layer — navigation, graphics
creation of a product goes through a series of
and style guidelines — and from the display or
tasks and activities that are identifiable,
process logic — how something functions, such
observable and measurable, so too does the
as a configurator or solution finder. Content
creation of every content widget. Proper
that is managed and stored separately from its
content management, like supply-chain
presentation layer can be more easily repurmanagement, leads to improved cost savings
posed for multiple channels of delivery, includand return on investment. It also enables a
ing cost-effective localization, personalization
company to drive new business models by
and multi-channel publishing. Presentation layhaving a flexible and powerful content infraers that are separated from the display or process
structure with which to respond.
logic allow for more rapid application developFour core competencies, if mastered,
ment and also minimize legacy issues, thereby
will enable a company to manage the promaking it easier to crecesses of an informaate and delete application supply chain.
tions based on user
These are defined as a
requirements.
tool and technology
The key to manaarchitecture, a conging content globally
tent architecture, an
will be clearly defined
organizational/operand understood proations architecture
cesses with standards
and a user experience
The four competencies:
and protocols in place
architecture. This spemanage processes rather than projects
to manage all aspects
cific approach has
of the enterprise from brand and visual design
been helpful to others; but if it does not
patterns to content architecture and tool and
make sense to you, then ask yourself, “What
technology frameworks. In turn, to manage
do the core competencies of my organization
content across the life cycle and throughout an
need to be?” Organizing tasks and activities
enterprise requires an organizational model that
through these competencies clarifies ownis actually geared to oversee the thousands of
ership, roles and responsibilities. It also helps
tasks and activities of a global content strategy.
to identify what problem the organization is
actually trying to solve.
Bottom-line, a global content strategy
Star t to Manage an
should help to manage the creation and
Infor mation Supply Chain
acquisition of content/information and
knowledge and then deliver this to users
Invariably, any strategy for fixing global
through one of several various publishing
content activities, including Internet-related
platforms. An information supply chain is
problems geared toward achieving a desired
the process of how something flows from one
business outcome, will involve organizational
person to another and the infrastructure that
issues. Success is often dependent on simply
enables these process activities to occur. With
having clear roles and ownership. Unfora clear conceptual model, a company can
tunately, most businesses don’t have an
understand how all the pieces — brand,
explicit conceptual model that describes what
design patterns, user experience and business
people are actually doing and what the busiintelligence — fit together.
ness goals driving this model should be. As a
result, the wrong roles are assigned, and peoCr eate a Road Map to Follow
ple own the wrong outcomes. Frequently,
problems are resolved by grouping sympUndeniably, the most important investtoms in separate, isolated organizational
ment you can make is in creating a clear road
structures sometimes described as silos,
map outlining where you are, what your vision
rather than organizing tasks and activities
is, and what the entrance and exit criteria are
into a more process-focused approach.
for each step along the way. Often there is no
At an enterprise level, companies need
documentation demonstrating agreement and
to stop thinking about managing Web sites or
buy-in for a corporate approach to managing
production and publishing groups and start
digital assets. Managers then invariably find
organizing themselves to manage what are
themselves with a portfolio of projects that do
essentially information supply chains. In a
not make sense in relationship to one other. In
process much like the assembly of a computthe absence of a clear direction, people or
departments work in isolation, further deeper or a car, content must be touched by many
ening the confusion caused by informal
people in order to result in a final product
processes and makeshift solutions.
that is able to meet the needs of both the
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The Ultimate On-line
Font Store™
Fontalog™, developed by HZ Multimedia, Inc.,
is an on-line font catalog designed to take the
guesswork out of your decision-making.
fontalog.com lets you:
• Enter your own text content in Chinese or
Japanese
• Select different fonts, sizes and colors
• Set vertical and horizontal margins
• View images of the fonts in real-time
• Purchase fonts on-line and download via FTP
Hundreds of DynaLab CJK fonts are available
starting at $25 per font.

HZ Multimedia, Inc.
600 S. Lake Avenue, Ste. 303
Pasadena, CA 91106
626-744-0530 • Fax: 626-744-0531
fontalog@hzmi.com • www.fontalog.com

Your Complete
Globalization Partner!
Do you have a hold of the global market? How
many languages does your product speak? Symbio is
an established internationalization player in the AsiaPacific market with:
• 3 global development labs
• 150 internationalization/software engineers
• Over 500 successful projects
• A broad set of global business enablement
services and engineering capabilities
Want to reduce the complexity of entering a new
market? Have Symbio be your one-stop partner for
all your globalization needs!
Symbio, enabling your global playing field!

SymbioSys, Inc.
1803 Research Boulevard, Suite 508
Rockville, MD 20850
301-340-3988 • 866-469-4116 • Fax: 301-340-3989
info@symbiosys.com • www.symbiosys.com

E-mail Translation
Specialists
TalkToAnyone.com allows you to communicate via
e-mail with your friends and business partners when
language is a barrier.
• Easy-to-use Web interface allows you to send
e-mail messages as if they came directly from
your current e-mail account. No setup required.
• Competitive prices and instant on-line quotes.
• TalkToAnyone.com is staffed by highly skilled
professionals worldwide providing person-toperson translations that will make you sound
like a native speaker.

TalkToAnyone.com, LLC.
2 Ridgedale Drive
Annandale, NJ 08801
908-730-7695 • Fax: 509-355-6224,
info@talktoanyone.com • www.talktoanyone.com

State-Of-The-Art
Information Management
MultiTrans, a computer-aided translation tool
based on a unique multilingual search engine,
• Allows the user to quickly build bilingual corpora
(bi-text) from millions of words of legacy documents.
• Performs monolingual and multilingual terminology
extraction (terminology generation), enabling the
rapid creation of massive terminology databases
from your own bi-text.
• Pre-translates from terminology databases and/or
compares texts to be translated against the bi-text
corpora, identifying and extracting identical segments.
Experience what a corpus-based CAT tool can do
for you and your organization.

MultiCorpora R&D Inc.
CDTI de Hull, 490 St-Joseph, Suite 102, Hull
Quebec, Canada J8Y 3Y7
819-778-7070 • Fax: 819-778-0801
info@multicorpora.ca • www.multicorpora.ca

Affordable Global Web
Content Management
UniSite is an affordable global Web content
management platform for organizations needing a
collaborative tool that is easy-to-use, enables expansion
into multiple languages, and can be deployed rapidly
without redesign of an existing Web site.
• Cost-effective – minimal upfront costs and low
subscription fees
• Empower marketing staff worldwide to
manage content
• Synchronize Web content across languages
• Global and localized content supported
• Rapid deployment – no redesign of existing
Web sites

Glides, Inc.
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15 Years of Excellence
Eriksen Translations first entered the market as a
service provider specializing in Scandinavian languages.
Today, with an ever-expanding list of client referrals
and 15 years of industry experience, Eriksen provides
multilingual document translation (double-byte, bidirectional and other non-Western languages included);
Web site globalization; graphics localization; DTP; and
translation and localization of e-learning and LMS
content. First-rate project management guarantees
superior QA and on-time delivery.
Services include terminology database creation and
maintenance and CAT tool expertise. WBE certified.

Eriksen Translations Inc.

1715 114th Avenue SE, Bellevue, WA 98004
877-945-4337 • 425-450-0588 • Fax: 425-450-0675
info@glides.com • www.glides.com

32 Court Street, 20th Floor,
Brooklyn, NY 11201
718-802-9010 • Fax: 718-802-0041
info@erikseninc.com • www.erikseninc.com

Turnkey Localization and
Internationalization

Simplify Translation with
Idiom WorldServer™

Quality, reliability, customization and creativity
are everyday realities for our topnotch team of project
managers, engineers and specialized linguists throughout the world.
Backed by multifaceted expertise and offered for
37 languages, our services range from consulting to
complete custom-tailored solutions:
• Full internationalization
• Localization of software, help, on-line/printed
documentation, Web content
• Multilingual DTP
• Linguistic/functional testing, debugging,
release engineering
Let us help you bring your products to the world!

Idiom WorldServer™, Web infrastructure software for
globalization, automates and synchronizes multilingual,
multicultural content – both off-line and on-line:
• Combines industry-leading linguistic technology
with powerful globalization workflow, business
rules and unique preview-in-context tools to
simplify translation and localization.
• Features the first centralized, shareable Translation
Memory and Terminology Database, jointly
developed by Idiom and ATRIL.
• Includes translation workbench based on ATRIL’s
powerful, user-friendly and versatile Déjà Vu
product used by translators worldwide.

HighTech Passport, Ltd.
1590 Oakland Road, Suite B202, San Jose, CA
95131 408-453-6303 • Fax: 408-453-9434
localize@htpassport.com • www.htpassport.com
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Idiom Technologies, Inc.
200 Fifth Avenue
Waltham, MA 02451
781-464-6000 • Fax: 781-464-6100
info@idiominc.com • www.idiominc.com
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Translation – Technology – Quality

resources

Multiple Platforms
Languages All major European languages Description Celer

Soluciones provides suitable solutions to ensure we meet our
clients’ objectives. We study their documentation requirements,
produce translations that are adapted to specific markets and
cultures and prepare an end product in DTP or printed format,
in accordance with the demands of each project. Specialized
fields include software localization; engineering and technology; life sciences; and institutional-corporate sector. Three elements of fundamental importance are developed and combined
at Celer Soluciones: translation – good translation practice;
technology – use of suitable computer-assisted translation and
file-handling and management tools; quality – quality in our
client relations, quality of project management and quality of
the documentation produced.

Celer Soluciones, S.L. Plaza de España, 12, 28008
Madrid, Spain, 34-91-540-0540, Fax: 34-91-541-9259, E-mail:
info@celersol.com, Web: www.celersol.com See ad on page 7

HZ Multimedia, Inc.
Multiple Platforms
Languages All Description With application development and

multilingual computing experience on multiple platforms, applications, languages and encoding formats, HZ Multimedia, Inc.,
has provided its world-class OEM partners with products, technologies and engineering services, including CJK fonts for
Windows, Mac, UNIX, Linux; customized CJK bitmap fonts for
portable and embedded devices; multilingual user-interface
design, content translation and editing; CJK capability development and integration for Web, embedded, Windows, UNIX and
Linux applications; software localization and globalization; and
testing of localized software on localized platforms. We act as
your strategic partner and complete technology and service
provider. Together we can develop multilingual solutions
through technology innovation.

HZ Multimedia, Inc. 600 S. Lake Avenue, Suite 303,
Pasadena, CA 91106, 626-744-0530, Fax: 626-744-0531, E-mail:
info@hzmi.com, Web: www.hzmi.com See ad on page 17

Globalization Software
for Web and Enterprise Content
Multiple Platforms
Languages All Description GlobalSight delivers solutions to

multinational companies to successfully develop and manage
multilingual content across global markets. The company’s
Globalization Management System is enterprise software that
provides the infrastructure to control the complex process of
adapting, translating and maintaining corporate content on a
worldwide basis. GlobalSight has proven experience rapidly
deploying its technology in global enterprises, including HP,
GE, Imation, Yahoo! and Mercury Interactive. The company’s
customers achieve a competitive edge through increased international revenues, reduced localization and operational
costs, accelerated time-to-market and strengthened global
brand presence.

GlobalSight 2055 Gateway Place, Suite 700, San Jose,
CA 95110, 408-392-3600, Fax: 408-392-3601, E-mail:
info@globalsight.com, Web: www.globalsight.com See ad on
page 17

Price in
% Clients Language Industry
US$1,000 Multilingual
Partners
Idiom
50

Company

Product

Broadvision
www.broadvision.com
Day Corporation
www.day.com
Documentum
www.documentum.com
Ektron
www.ektron.com
eGrail
www.egrail.com
Gauss
www.gaussenterprise.com
Generation21
www.gen21.com
Interwoven
www.interwoven.com

One-To-One
Content 6.0
Communique 2.6

TeamSite 5.5

280 avg

J.D. Edwards
www.jdedwards.com
Microsoft
www.microsoft.com
PiroNet NDH
www.pironet-ndh.com
Polar Design
www.polardesign.com
Solid8
www.solid8.com
Stellent
www.stellent.com
Tridion
www.tridion.com
Xyvision
www.xyenterprise.com

Enterprise Content
Manager 1.3
Content Management
Server 2001
pirobase 5.0

80-180

50-250+

WebPublisher 4.3

<100+
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Content Server 4.0
VIP Enterprise 8

25+

10

50-150

30

TKM 3.5

GlobalSight

80

GlobalSight,
Lionbridge, Uniscape

<5
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Berlitz, eTranslate, SDL,
Idiom, GlobalSight,
Lionbridge, Uniscape
TRADOS

39.9+

<50

Uniscape, SDL

49+

50

InsightBuilder 2

7.5+
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Content
Management 1.0
Content
Management 5.1
DialogServer 4.4

25-200

20

100-250

10-15

89+

90

Content@ 3.0

65+

15

IZAR.COM

GlobalSight, Uniscape,
WorldLingo

All products are scalable, support Unicode, are Web-enabled and support version control.

A road map should be designed as an evolutionary tool. Each phase should support the
overall competence and maturity of the organization, thereby enabling the execution of an
increasingly complex vision. Metrics should
include criteria for measuring growth in areas
such as content ownership, brand, design patterns, a metadata framework, technology and
tool frameworks, formalized processes, clearly
assigned roles, responsibilities, workflow and
decision-making. Audits can be undertaken
biannually and are best handled by someone
whose compensation or success will not be
measured by system improvement. An outside
group is often best.
At any given time, your team should be
able to look at the road map and know where
you are. One of the most important steps in
your corporate content strategy will be the
development of standards and protocols by
which to transform informal processes into
repeatable processes that can guide quality
improvement. The turning point will be when
the organization can enforce compliance. This
is a hard lesson. Often, global companies
cannot or do not have the will to enforce their
global standards through guidelines. They seem
20

disappointed and surprised when compliance is
spotty. Unfortunately, taming the Wild West
may require a crackdown on those who venture
outside the agreed-upon standards.
A road map lets people know that someone is in charge, that there is a method to the
madness. It is a tool for building awareness.
The most difficult task of a global content initiative will be managing change. A road map
can facilitate communication by preparing
people for the inevitability of change.

In Summar y
Given that all endeavors are ultimately
bound by the limitations of the humans
involved, practice makes perfect. In other
words, begin today what you want to be successful with tomorrow. Clearly, the ability to
execute a complex vision is directly in proportion to the competency and maturity of those
who seek to accomplish it. Knowing where you
want to go and getting there are clearly two different activities. A global digital content strategy may be modest at first, but each activity
should build on the former, thereby ensuring
continuity and evolution. Ω

Simplifying Web
Content W ith Unicode
James T. Caldwell
Presenting multilingual content, as we
know, requires much more than simply translating the content to the desired language.
There are always cultural issues, context issues
and concepts that do not translate easily. This
is the art of “localization,” and there are ways to
simplify that as well. But we cannot replace the
art with science. This article is about simplifying the technical issues that can undermine the
work of localization artists and translators.
If you have ever played the game called
“post office,” you may understand how communication processes and messengers can change
the message. The game demonstrates that every
human being who conveys a verbal message
tends to add or subtract some information that
will change its meaning. Without going to the
extreme of saying that “the medium is the message” as once was in vogue, I will illustrate how
electronic media transform text and how to
ensure that they do not damage our messages.
Software and hardware add or subtract
information before passing it along. After all,
it is their function to make some alterations
to transmit information electronically. They
go wrong when they assume that the format
of text is already known — when they fail to
preserve the language, locale or encoding of
text throughout the process.
Content managers must ensure that such
failures do not occur. Unicode can remove the
unnecessary pain and suffering caused by
unintended transcoding. When content is lost
in transit between the author and the reader,
that loss may be caused by incompetent software, by operator error or by errors in the
communication process. Finding the problem
requires us to know how software handles text
— defined as any meaningful string of characters, the basic units of writing in a language
such as the Latin alphabet. Since computers
only work in binary languages, software must
convert all text to binary encoded text.
Since every country has its own standards
and many companies have theirs as well, there
are more versions of encoded text than of natural language text. Any software process that
handles a message may change the encoding,
and we cannot see where the problem occurred

unless we know the encoding and translate it to
human-readable form. Unicode reduces all
encodings to one index. It can simplify the
finding and fixing of errors, the design and the
operation of content management systems.

A Simple Example
Before digging deeply into the content
management process, we must understand
the fundamentals. Let’s examine a simple
case of bilingual text on a single page that
could be displayed out of a content management system.
In a multilingual interactive Web site,
suppose we stored this phrase in English and
its translation in Chinese:

But a viewer logs on and sees:

The simple phrase, “Eat·Drink·Live”®,
which could be the title of a movie, includes
some characters that are typically corrupted
on the Web: the opening quotation mark, the
middle dot, the registered trademark and the
closing quotation mark. The example shows
what our phrases should look like and what
they might look like when the original
English is in ASCII (American Standard
Code for Information Interchange), the
Original Chinese is in the Big5 Chinese standard and the Web browser is set to ISO 88591 (European English). Perhaps the user made
an error. More likely the content manager
made an error. An effective content management system will not permit such errors.

Encodings and Transcoding
Linguists and computer scientists develop
text encodings so that computers can handle
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text. Computers are only capable of using binary languages, composed of zeros and ones, representing off and on. Hexadecimal and decimal
numbers are easier for humans to read, so
binary codes are usually represented in hexadecimal or decimal for programming.
Encoding standards such as ASCII were
developed to avoid transcoding errors, when
text is exchanged between programs from different manufacturers. Multiple standards are
in common use, however — at least one for
each language plus international standards
published by the International Standards
Organization (ISO). If we do not transcode
carefully when passing text between programs,
our content might be filled with “Babel,” as in
the mythical Tower of Babel.
A behind-the-scenes look illustrates
why our simple phrases got lost in translation. An ISO 8859-1 font cannot properly
display ASCII text. ISO 8859-1 was designed
to handle Western European languages; only
the first 128 characters (0-127 Decimal) (007F HEX) match ASCII.
If an English font is used in Chinese
software, it can display letters coded no higher than 127 (decimal) (7F HEX). Although
Chinese fonts do contain European letters
and most symbols, European characters are
encoded in the double-byte “symbols” range
(Big5: A140 to A3BF). Finally, Big5 has no
registered trademark (®) symbol.
Whenever a character with an ASCII
code higher than 7F, such as the registered
trademark (A8) or the bullet (A5), then it will
combine with the character next to it and display a Chinese character, and subsequent
codes will pair up and display nonsense. I
once had to re-program an electronic English
dictionary to use only lower ASCII letters so
it could run properly on Chinese, Japanese
and Korean operating systems. I created special fonts to represent all special symbols
within the lower ASCII code range.
Our Chinese phrase, in Big5 code, will
not display at all in ISO 8859-1. Even the
spaces do not display properly because A140 is
a space in Big5 code, but neither A1 nor 40 is a
space in ISO 8859-1. Yet, the underlying code
points remain correct for Big5, so switching
the encoding to Big5 and a matching font will
recover the original display characters.

Content Management
What happens behind the scenes on an
interactive content management system
when a viewer requests some content from
the site? First, each software process must
negotiate encoding, using an API
(Application Programming Interface). Next,
indexing and/or sorting require a specified
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InsightBuilder ™ from Polar Design
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Multiple Platforms
Languages All Description Based on XSL/XML, InsightBuilder™

is a highly flexible, yet easy-to-use Web-based content management
solution with extensive document management capabilities. In
addition to standard features such as version control, time-based
posting, content reusability and WYSIWYG editors, InsightBuilder
offers multilingual support and includes cross-object linking and a
multilingual workflow solution provided by IZAR. Unique features
include cost-effective management of multimedia assets utilizing
InsightBuilder’s XSL-based templates and markup language. This
permits editing of assets such as Flash movies and many other document types or re-publication of pre-built multimedia templates
with content in multiple languages. Readily integrates with thirdparty applications and data sources via XML.
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XML, SOAP and WSDL, Liquid Objects is a component-based content management toolset that enables rapid development and
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globalization and digital asset management. It allows for collaborative Web-based editing in a globally distributed, multilingual
authoring environment and the publishing of digital content in
multiple designs and formats to any Internet device.
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TRADOS
Windows 95, 98, Me, NT 4.0 and Windows 2000
Languages All European languages, Russian, Japanese, Chinese,
Korean, Arabic and Hebrew Description Since 1984, TRADOS has

been developing open platforms for multilingual content management and is well positioned as the global market leader in translation
technology. TRADOS 5 is an open content management platform that
supports all production and management processes involved in the
translation and localization cycle. It is built around an intuitive
WorkSpace that acts as a launchpad for the individual applications.
TRADOS 5 leverages industry-leading translation memory technologies to automate recurrent translation work, thus streamlining the
entire production process. TRADOS 5 integrates seamlessly into existing workflows and operating environments, scaling from the freelancer’s desktop to massive corporate deployments.

TRADOS Corporation 113 S. Columbus Street, Suite 400,
Alexandria, VA 22314, 703-797-2640, Fax: 703-683-9457, E-mail:
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sorting order; responsSome common encodings for the letter a
es must go to the Web
server in the encoding
ASCII
ISO 8859-1
Big5 Taipei
GB Beijing
it expects; and the serv7-bit: a=
8-bit: a=
16-bit: a=
16-bit: a=
er responds to the
1000001
01000001
1010001011101001 0000001101100101
browser as agreed.
We can economize by using hexadecimal equivalents of binary:
Although a browser may negotiate the
a=61
a=A2E9
a=0365
a=61
encoding to communicate with servers, a docuThe first stage in the encoding process
ment should also declare
its document type —
for example, text/html
— and the encoding
(charset) for each page.
Webmasters can ruin the
process by failing to
declare the charset for
each page. Most sites in
Japan, for example,
assume that all viewers
and processes will use
the Shift-JIS Japanese
encoding. Some sites
declare the charset only
The example in several encodings
on the main page but do
not declare it on subsequent pages. The results are unfortunate, not
then displaying more than one language on a
page will require more complex style sheets
only for the end user, but also for every process
and XML, or conversion of text to graphics.
in the workflow. If the document declares its
charset, then software APIs and humans have a
The all-Unicode process is not always
attainable; it may be impractical to convert
better chance of transcoding it correctly.
legacy systems and data.Yet there are significant
Browser-server agreement is only the first step.
benefits for every process that takes Unicode in
and sends Unicode back out. Such processes do
How Unicode Can Help
not need programmers to set up a transcoding
Unicode provides one unified index for
engine, debug it and wonder whether every
all characters in all common languages; a comcharacter will be properly transcoded. It would
mon index for transcoding among standard
fail only if a process assumes an encoding other
encodings; and a common point of reference
than Unicode or if the locale is not set correctly
for comparing encoded characters. It provides
for locale-dependent sorting rules, currency
a tool for fixing problems such as translations
rules and so on.
that use Microsoft Code Page 1252 special
To make this process work, globalize
characters, integrating processes that cannot
first, localize second.
change encodings, converting documents that
First, prepare the database to handle
come with no encoding tags and converting
Unicode; second, convert current data to
documents to another encoding in the same
Unicode; third, implement sorting tools for
language. Unicode also frees creative energies
each locale; fourth, identify every process
which, because they are not needed to solve
interaction; fifth, make sure each is using
transcoding problems, can be used to improve
Unicode or is transcoding properly; and, finalmultilingual content, content management
ly, convert all incoming data to Unicode before
and intercultural communications.
it enters the workflow.
The following example details how much
Regardless of the system or browser lansimpler the process can be with Unicode.
guage, there will always be only one Unicode
Whenever the client’s browser accepts Unicode,
code for one character. However, be aware that
no transcoding will be required. The only place
some characters, such as the umlaut-u (ü), are
where some transcoding may be required is
considered to be a single character in some
between the user’s browser and the Web site.
standard encodings but a base character plus
If the browser can handle Unicode (any
an umlaut in others. There are two versions in
browser above Netscape 4 or Internet Explorer
Unicode to support these different standards.
4), then the page can even contain bilingual
When one version is transcoded into Unicode,
text. If the result must be in a local encoding,
the same version will transcode back to the
22

original encoding. Remember
Unicode on NT
also that some clients will have
Shift-JIS
Transcoding
Web Server
old browsers or will fail to set
Japanese
Presenting
them to detect Unicode encodBrowser
Shift-JIS
ing. They can be advised to
Request
g
change settings, upgrade or
din
switch to a page that uses their
sco
n
a
Transcoding
Tr
preferred encoding.
Shift-JIS
Keep in mind that Web
Japanese
servers can detect browser capaJAVA
Browser
Oracle
rror Unicode
bilities during initial logon and
E
g
n
i
Display
cod
JDBC
capture “session state.” With this
Trans
Database
information, the server could
Shift-JIS
direct the client to another or else
Tran
Server
dynamically transcode the output.
scod
ing
And be aware, too, that
Oracle Shifttranslators will provide some
This version of Shift-JIS is
JIS Storage
unexpected encodings. They will
incomplete, so data are lost!
produce documents with whatever tools they have at hand.
Transcoding gone wrong
Therefore, when building a content store, be sure that there are good quality
controls on the encodings of translations as well
as the translations themselves.
A text that starts with Unicode encoding
can pass though a content management system
without change. It can be stored in the database, searched, sorted and displayed back as the
result of a query without having any need for
transcoding. We must, of course, specify the
sorting rules by language and locale.

What Happens When
Developers Do Not Globalize
First, Localize Second?
Here is an example, quoted from a programmer’s forum, Oracle TechNet, which
shows what happens when the programmer
did not follow our model.
This problem could not be solved
because it implemented transcoding between
mismatched encoding standards.
Shift-JIS on the Web
Unicode in JAVA
Unicode in Windows NT
Oracle JDBC Encoding in Storage
Oracle Database using JDBC
Microsoft Java Virtual Machine MSJVM
Broken text on the Web site!
Shift-JIS (JA16SJIS)
(The TechNet author’s summary)
For those five characters whose Oracle
mapping to SJIS is 8148, successful roundtrip conversion can be achieved only between
Java and the execution environment, and not
all the way to the database and back.
If you insert them to Oracle, you will only
get question marks when you fetch them back.
In addition, if you are going to use
Internet Explorer or Microsoft virtual machine,
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five additional characters (that have questions
in MSFT column) are turned into question
marks in MS Java virtual machine (Tested on
build 2924/SDK for Java 3.1).
Double-byte ampersand cannot be
used with the Microsoft Java virtual
machine due to round-trip conversion
failure to and from Windows.
The same set of characters fails against
EUC and JA16EUC databases.
In sum, these authors felt constrained by legacy systems that prevented
a proper solution. If the data could have
been globalized first, in the database, as
Unicode, then all other processes could
refer to the master data, which would be
complete. Of course, if the tools could
not handle the codes without changing
them, then such deficient tools would
have to be discarded. Ω
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This supplement introduces you to the
magazine MultiLingual Computing &
Technology. Published nine times a year,
filled with news, technical developments
and language information, it is widely
recognized as a useful and informative publication for people who are interested in the
role of language, technology and translation in our twenty-first-century world.

Managing Content
How do you track all the words and the
changes that occur in a multilingual Web
site? How do you know who’s doing what
and where? How do you respond to customers and vendors in a prompt manner
and in their own languages? The growing
and changing field of content management
and global management systems (CMS and
GMS), customer relations management
(CRM) and other management disciplines
is increasingly important as systems become
more complex. Leaders in the development
of these systems explain how they work and
how they work together.

Inter nationalization
Making software ready for the international market requires more than just a
good idea. How does an international developer prepare a product for multiple
locales? Will the pictures and colors you
select for a user interface in France be suitable for users in Brazil? Elements such as
date and currency formats sound like simple components, but developers who ignore

the many international variants find that
their products may be unusable. You’ll find
sound ideas and practical help in every issue.

Language Technology
From multiple keyboard layouts and
input methods to Unicode-enabled operating systems, language-specific encodings,
systems that recognize your handwriting or
your speech in any language — language
technology is changing day by day. And this
technology is also changing the way in which
people communicate on a personal level;
changing the requirements for international
software; and changing how business is done
all over the world.
MultiLingual Computing & Technology
is your source for the best information and
insight into these developments and how
they will affect you and your business.

Localization
How can you make your product look
and feel as if it were built in another country for users of that language and culture?
How do you choose a localization service
vendor? Developers and localizers offer
their ideas and relate their experiences with
practical advice that will save you time and
money in your localization projects.

Global Web
Every Web site is a global Web site, and
even a site designed for one country may
require several languages to be effective.

To subscribe, use our secur e on-line for m at

www.multilingual.com/subscribe
Be sur e to enter this on-line r egistration code:
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Experienced Web professionals explain
how to create a site that works for users
everywhere, how to attract those users to
your site and how to keep it current.
Whether you use the Internet and World
Wide Web for e-mail, for purchasing
services, for promoting your business
or for conducting fully international ecommerce, you’ll benefit from the information and ideas in each issue of MultiLingual
Computing & Technology.

Translation
How are translation tools changing the
art and science of communicating ideas and
information between speakers of different
languages? Translators are vital to the development of international and localized software. Those who specialize in technical documents, such as manuals for computer
hardware and software, industrial equipment and medical products, use sophisticated tools along with professional expertise to
translate complex text clearly and precisely.
Translators and people who use translation
services track new developments through
articles and news items in MultiLingual
Computing & Technology.

And Ther e’s Much Mor e
Authors with in-depth knowledge
summarize changes in the language industry and explain its financial side, describe
the challenges of computing in various languages, explain and update encoding
schemes and evaluate software and systems. Other articles focus on particular
countries or regions; translation and localization training programs; the uses of language technology in specific industries — a
wide array of current topics from the world
of multilingual computing.
Nine times a year, readers of MultiLingual Computing & Technology explore
language technology and its applications,
project management, basic elements and
advanced ideas with the people and companies who are building the future.
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